
Children of Armenia Fund (COAF) Launches
Fundraising Appeal to Expand English
Programs in Rural Armenia

YEREVAN, ARMENIA, March 18, 2024

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Children of

Armenia Fund (COAF), one of the

leading education-focused nonprofit

organizations in Armenia has launched

a critical appeal to raise funds for

English education programs in rural

Armenia. With a commitment to

bolstering learning opportunities in

villages across Armenia, the

organization is calling on the

community at large to join hands and

contribute to this important cause.

Since 2011, over 5,550 students have

learned English across 42 rural communities in Amenia as a result of a strong partnership

between COAF and the US Embassy. Dozens of rural teachers have also received valuable

language teaching skills within the framework of the program. This has led to crucial language

and critical thinking skills necessary for academic and professional success. 

It's not just about teaching

language, but opening

doors for broader

knowledge and

opportunities.”

COAF’s Village Programs

Manager Gayane Vardanyan

This year’s Spring Appeal focuses on COAF’s formal and

non-formal English education programs aimed at

significantly developing fluency and literacy skills in

English. The programs also expose students to  democratic

values, personal growth, community volunteerism, and

intercultural awareness.

This year is a milestone for COAF, as the organization

celebrates a record number of over 625 students enrolled

in just the non-formal Access program. 100% of funds raised during the Spring Appeal will go

towards providing over 3,500 currently enrolled in COAF’s English programs students with

educational materials needed to thrive in their classes for one full year. 

http://www.einpresswire.com


One student by the name of Ani Khachatryan from the village of Akori has emphasized how the

new textbooks developed by COAF education specialists in partnership with the US Embassy has

allowed Access students to conduct research and learn more. “These textbooks help us speak

more native English and feel more comfortable,” reveals Ani. Her classmate Yeva Vardevanyan

adds “the material and content of the program are more contemporary and interesting, with

topics that are more relevant in our lives.” Samvel Petrosyan from Vanadzor also shares his

personal perspective: “I like that we do group work and communicate more. Before, speaking

English wasn’t working out for me, but now I can feel the progress.”

COAF’s Village Programs Manager Gayane Vardanyan touches on the significance of the program

and how “ It's not just about teaching language, but opening doors for broader knowledge and

opportunities. These English programs empower youth to communicate and explore, and the

teachers to apply new student-centric approaches when teaching, thus making the learning

process more engaging and relevant for the diverse needs of learners.”

Now more than ever, the youth of rural Armenia need your support to acquire English language

skills essential for fostering global communication, providing access to information and

education, improving employability, promoting cultural exchange, and facilitating participation in

various aspects of the modern, interconnected world. 

You can join them  in creating a lasting impact and making a difference in the lives of hundreds

of students. Visit our website to make a secure online donation. Every contribution, no matter

the size, will bring COAF one step closer to reaching their goal.
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